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Philadelphia Infirmary of Osteopathy
Osteopathy Practiced as an Art
TREATMENT OF DISEASES
Osteopathy treats all chronic diseases, very many of which have been
abandoned as incurable by other systems of treatment. Statistics show that 8o
per cent. of these we cure outright j go per ceut. we greatly benefit; and 5 per
cent. receive little benefit; none are in any way injured.
Among the diseases treated successfully are the following:
Heart and Lung Diseases, Pneumonia, Hemorrhages.
Nervous Diseases, as general Nervous prostration, facial and general agitans, headache, sciatica, lumbago, Tic douloureux, St. Vitus dance, locomotor ataxia, and all forms
of neuralgia, paralysis.
General Diseases.-Loss of voice, enlarged tonsils, incipient consumption, asthma,
wry neck, catarrh, granulated sore eyes, pterygium, erysipelas, scrofula, spinal curvature,
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All Dislocations.-Hip-joint diseases, milk leg, varicose veins.
Liver and Kidney Diseases.-Bright's disease, gall stones, diabetes .
. All Stomach and Intestinal affections, catarrh of the stomach, dyspepsia, constipation, piles, flux, dysentery .
. Urethral Diseases.-Stricture, enlarged prostate.
Female Diseases a Specialty .-Irregular and painful menstruations, prolapsusleucorrhea, barrenness.

RECOGNIZED SPECIALISTS
By virtue of onr special training in Descriptive, Demonstrative, Morbid
and Living Anatomy, we are recognized as specialists in the knowledge of the
structures of the human body in all the possible conditions of health and
disease; and by the exact and exhaustive study of Physiology and Chemistry,
as relating to the bodily conditi ~ ms, we diagnose and treat diseases in a manner
entirely new and different from all other systems. Medicines are never used.
Our methods are wholly natural and scientific. Our cures are permanent,
because natural.

CONSULTATION FREE
Address all _correspondence to the Philadelphia College and Infirmary of
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slight irregularities in the splanchnic
area of the spine, thereby interfering with the proper circulation of
0. J. Snydert A. C., .M.. S., D. 0 •
the blood to the stomach, weakening
AUSATION of disease is the that organ and producing a condiprima causa upon which the tion known as chronic indigestion
two schools of healing, medi- or dyspepsia, could there be any reacal and Osteopathic, are at sonable doubt as to the nature of the
greatest variance. As the treatment treatment? Would we not correct
of disease presupposes a knowledge that lesion in the spine rather than
of the cause of disease, it is at once administer some drug into the stomapparent that correct diagnosis is ach! The fact that medical doctors
paramount to proper treatment for use drugs in all such cases and the
treatment may actually do harm if Osteopathic doctor treats the lesion
the nature of the cause is not under- or spinal irregularity producing that
condition is evidence of the fact that
stood.
This is an old subject of discussion the medical physician treats the
and much has been written with re- sympt01ns of the disease, whereas
ference thereto. As we have stated the Osteopathic physician treats the
above, it is the essential point upon cause.
which Osteopathic physicians take
The Osteopathic physicians
issue with the practitioners of medi- throughout the country have for the
cine. If the two schools co11ld agree past two decades been endeavoring
upon the cause of a certain disease, to demonstrate to the world at large
we are confident that there would be that the cause of diseas~ is primarily
no argument as to the manner of the due to some irregularity of the ' comtreatment of that disease. For ex- ponent parts of the body itself, and
ample: If it could be agreed upon that the treatment for disease should
that in a certain case of dyspepsia be directed to the correction of any
the cause was due to one or more condition that would interfere with
An Eminent French Physician on the
Cause of Disease•

C
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the proper action of the vital
forces and fluids of the body.
It is gratifying to know that many
o.f the world's emz"nent physicz"ans
and scholars are recogn-izing more
and more the osteopathic view-point
of the CAUSE of disease.
During tlze past two months one
of the most eminent phys-icians of
France, Dr. C. I-£agemann De La
Cnapelle declared that the foundation
for tlze great majority of all diseases
was to be found in z"rregularzt-ies in
the spinal column and that £n very
many cases these condztions were
incurred dur-ing childhood life.
In his admonition to mothers he
says, "Watch the child's back carefully yourself. Have him stand before you for inspection every night
after he is undressed. See whether
the spine occupies the position it
ought in the middle of the back, absolutely right, leaning neither to the
right nor left in the slightest degree.
But careful as is this nightly inspection, have the child's back examined
by a cotnpetent physician who is a
good anatomist every three tno"nths,
or more frequently if the child has
been subjected to unusual conditions
or is not naturally robust."
It follows from this that the mother
ought to have at least a fair knowledge of hutnan anatomy. She it is
who nurses and rears the child. The
general health of the race would certainly be enhanced in proportion as
she could watch the development of
her child and at least detect irregularities that would in tin1e under
mine the child's health. Simple
conditions she might be able to correct herself, or she would know at
least when to call in skilled assistance. Many mothers spend much
time in the study of things much
less valuable to her family than
knowledge requisite for the duties
hereby imposed.

The accompanying cut is from a
photograph of a young lady who
incurred the spinal deformity when
only two and a-half years old. She
was allowed to grow up without
having the vertebrce of the spine readjusted, and consequently developed
into an unhealthy and deformed
young lady. She tells us that the
family physician assured her parents
at the time that "she would be all
right as she grew up." It is very
unfortunate for any child to be
obliged to grow up with a deformity
that any physician ought to be able
to rectify. It is a gross injustice.
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[A careful inspection will show the spinal column
to extend under the left shoulder blade and the
shoulders much deformed.]

The average medical practitioner
is not competent to ascertain slight
or obscure lesions. His training
111akes hint an interpreter of synlptoms arid administrator of drugs.
He does not profess, at any rate he
knows he is not an expert anatomist.
He has had a fair knowlerlge no
doubt of anatomy when a tnen1ber
of the Sophomore class at college,
but his subsequent study and prac-
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tice has been along other lines and
he has forgotten the finer details of
anatomy, a knowledge so essential
in the execution of the work indicated by Dr. Chapelle.
With the Osteopathic physician it
is different. His ~thorough training,
especially in anatomy, prepares him
for this duty. His subsequent study
and practice is all a practical application of that knowledge.
His
fingers become trained to such an
extent that he can detect abnormalities of the slightest nature and
degree.
It appeals to us as a timely suggestion for prospective wives and
mothers to become as thoroughly
acquainted with anatomy and understand the basic principles of osteopathy as far as possible, and thus
become qualified to guard the health
of their children.
Osteopathy at Asbury Park.
CHANGE of climate and
surroundings is generally
conducive to health. These
changes can, however, be of
little avail unless all interference
with natural forces and fluids of the
body shall have been removed.
Those who contemplate going to
Asbury Park this season will have
the opportunity of securing osteopathic treatment from physicians
who have gained a prominent place
among Osteopathic practitioners.
Drs. S. H. McElhaney and Violetta
S. Davis, of Newark, N. ]., have
opened offices at 204 First Avenue,
and we take this opportunity of
most cordially commending them to
the sojourners of that delightful
resort.

A

•

Repaz'r is, first, mechanical, and,
second, it is physiological. Mechani-

5

cal or structural adjustment is the
first thing a real physician seeks to
do.
This structural repa-iring is
followed at once by physiological
repaz'r. If bones, ligaments, muscles, nerves and blood-vessels, are
in proper anatomical relations, then
the chemical and physiological or
molecular changes in the blood and
lymph will follow. Metabolistn, in
all the intricacies and mysteries and
subtleties of physiological chemistry,
is nothing but a proper pa-iring of
the elements. Two atmns of hydrogen pair with one of oxygen by the
law of their nature, and nothing can
change the law of their pairing.
They ntay be impaired or divorced,
and repaired or married again, by
conditions. These conditions the
true physician seeks to control.
Osteopathy, first and last, is a repairing of the elements and structures
of the body, impaired by disease. No
other school holds to this distinctive
position. It is plain common-sense.
It is science. Other methods are
hit or miss, kill or cure.
The wonderful powers of intuition
possessed by the feminine mind are
finding broad fields for exercise in
Osteopathy.
The moment the system departs
from healthful conditions, that soon
do destructive germs threaten invasion. The condition makes the
germ possible.
The Philadelphia College and Infirmary of Osteopathy have opened
their third season's work at their
former offices, f f 7 Virginia A venue,
So. Atlantic City, N. ]., two doors
above Grand Atlantic Hotel.
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'' Osteopathy and the Voice."

" Public speakers whose effective
utterance depends so much on a well
By .Miss R. C. Adams, Principal of one of the modulated voice, need the help
High Schools of .Minneapolis, .Minn.
which Osteopathy offers. The first
requisite for good tone production,
has been demonstrated that as has been said, is a clear and
the Osteopathic treatn1ent of healthful condition of the passages
diseased throats and nasal of the head and throat.
passages is greatly beneficial ;
" Catarrh-that prevalent disease
especially so to those who are comwhich causes the characteristic
pelled to use the voice to any great
'nasal twang' for which the Ameri~xtent in public speaking or singcan is so much ridiculed-and the
tug.
congestion of the delicate and ner"Singers who find the voice tired
vous muscular structure-the vocal
from constant practice experience
cords-are two of the most con1mon
almost instant relief by the soothing
affections of these passages. Osteand stimulating ' treatlnent' of a
opathy not only gives speedy relief
skilled operator.
in these cases, but has effected a
" Many teachers who are com- permanent cure in many of long
pelled to use the voice from four to standing."
six hours a day, for a tenn of years,
find the throat 'giving out,' and
the voice becoming harsh and in" Of Interest to Singers."
flexible. The most common of the
various causes for this, in the first By J. C. Wilcox, Managing Editor of ~ The
instance, is the strained, tense conConcert-Goer.''
ditions of the cords and muscles of
the throat; in the second, the clos- "ACTUATED purely by the
ing of the nasal passages. Osteoprinciple that when one
pathy loosens and relaxes these
discovers smnething benemuscles and 1nakes soft and moist
ficial he should tell his
the mucous n1em branes, there by fellows of it, I wish to call the atrendering further work possible tention of the vocalists to Osteopawithout irritation or fatigue. There thy as an instantaneous cure for conare ambitious, teachers, too, who, gested organs. Through personal
realizing the power of a pleasing acquaintance of a doctor of Ostevoice, are studying some system of opathy I was led to try the treatvoice culture in addition to their ment, some months ago, when I
regular work, but find little satisfac- suffered from a congested throat and
tion in practice while the throat is was obliged to sing an elaborate
in the congested and overworked offertory solo in church. To my
condition that it is at the close of surprise, no less than tny delight, I
the day. However, if between the found complete and instantaneous reday's work and the practice hour a lief and was enabled to sing approxi'treatment' could be taken fron1 an tnately as well and with as much
Osteopath who understands the comfort as if I had been free from
anatomy, physiology and mechanism cold. Since then, I have on several
of the vocal organs, the practice could occasions repeated this experience,
be undertaken with pleasure and so I feel sure that the result cannot
profit.
be attributed to coincidence. I have
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not the space at com1nand even to
attempt a detailed explanation of
the science of Osteopathy, but will
state for the benefit of those who
know nothing of it that it consists
in forcing circulation to diseased
parts through physical pressure of
the nerve centers, and in the stretching of contracted muscles and ligaments. This is a very inadequate
definition of a minute science, but it
may give some sort of an idea to
the reader. No medicines are used,
but the treatment is external, and its
effect (at least in cases of congestion)
is practically immediate. This is
the feature that makes particularly
valuable to public singers, who frequently cannot afford to wait for the
slow action of medicine.
" Doctors of Osteopathy are now
located in nearly every American
city, and I heartily recommend
singers who have trouble with congested throats to investigate the
1nerits of the practice."
Titulary Novelties

E all know wha~ an M. D. is.
He is literally a Magic
Doctor, otherwise called a
medicine doctor. We have
just heard of the title of D. E., which
is a new collocation of Roman numerals. It literally means a Dabbler in
Everything. The "everything" includes tnedicine, pharmacy, osteopathy, surgery, and, we supect, magic
and mesmeristn. We have private
advices that a school is talked about
where such a course is to be given,
provided it "takes" with those who
may desire to be initiated, and
"dubbed" with the degree of D. E.
-dabbler in everything. This n1ay
be a good thing, and we would like
authoritative information about .it.
We understand that some of the per-

W
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formances in " Everything ' ' can be
given to the absent. Presence isn't
required. It is an "Absence Course,"
otherwise known as a "Correspondence Course." We suppose the object of this absence course is to enable people who do not like to work
to give "Absence Treatments." We
have heard of'' Absence" treatments
among the metaphysical fraternity,
but did not suspect that such a course
or treattnent 1night be Osteopathic.
The A. C. course should guarantee
success in A. T. practice.
If such
a practice as the A. T. practice should
become possible, that is the Absent
Treatment practice, it should be differentiated so that it would not be
confounded with the Andrew Taylor
Still style, which is the A. T. S. treatnlent. We are rather unsophisticated and inclined to the old, original stamp-D. 0.-Diplomate in
Osteopathy. We should be sorry to
see D. 0. changed to D. E.; because
we do not think a genuine Osteopath, Diplomate or Doctor, should
become a Dabbler in Everything.
We think the Osteopath should, in
the first place, be thoroughbred in
the science and art. If he has the
right kind of blood, he will not
breed with "Everything." We fear
that the attempt to "cross" Osteopathy with "Everything," or even
electricity, or drugs, will result either
in sterility or monstrosity. Nature
asserts her law of the survival of the
fittest, and when one is a misfit,
nature's other law of reversion to the
original type intervenes and stamps
the progeny as degenerate. We are
not sure that the new title does not
mean Degenerate Evolutionist. We
prefer the old D. 0. ; it is sufficient,
when we really DO.
We have,
further, heard of another new title
-M. E. ; provided for by the
satne conspectus.
Ordinarily, it
means mechanical engineer; but we

8
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take this new title to mean misapplied effort, or, if it relates in any
way to electricity, as applied to the
living body, it must mean misdirected energy; for it cannot be any
part of Osteopathy. We have heard,
recently, of a man '''ho put the following titles to his name-F.O.O.L.,
meaning Fellow of Oriental Oligarchy of Letters. There is a movement among some socialistic sciences
toward the forn1ation of the Amalgamated Society of Socialists, and
the members are to have their stationery stamped, A. S. S. We understand one of the Osteopathic
Colleges, which is a member of the
A. S. 0., is offering the degree of
B. T., in addition to D. 0., as a mark
of distinction in Athletics. It means
Boss Tumbler. This college makes
a specialty of athletics. Its Mandolin Club tnay confer the degree of
M. P., which ordinarily means Member of Parliament, but in this case
should mean Mandolin Picker. This
is a partial exhi bit of titular novelties of which we have heard. Anything further will be reported. It is
all Osteopathic N ews.
EARS are given to the acquirement of an education
in the science of constructing or operating machinery
and machines.
The principles
underlying the operation of machinery are patiently sought out in
order that it may be operated in
harmony with the laws controlling
it. It is deemed one of the highest
and most valuable attainments to
learn and know nature's laws and to
use that knowledge for the creation
of material wealth. · Schools, colleges, institutions, are scattered
everywhere, where young men may
learn of the action of physical and
chemical forces in matter, and these

Y

institutions are filled with enthusiastic seekers after this practical
knowledge. Upon such effort the
progress of civilization greatly de-pends.
But there is other machinery
which up to the present hour has
received scant attention, in fact it
is almost unknown, viz., the ma-chinery of the human body, delicate
to the extreme, enduring as life.
The hutnan body is the most intricate and com plica ted machinewhich calls for the attention of man.
It illustrates every known and someas yet unknown principles of me-chanics.
It is full of levers, pulleys, cables,
bars, joints, wheels and axles, pumps,.
pipes, ball-bearing movementsr
beams, girders, trusses, buffers,
arches, columns and supporters ot
various kinds, each separate pieceand system of pieces doing its own
work, and holding up its end in the
intricate relationship of parts to the
whole.
No steam plant which drive&
mighty industries is as completely
organized as, the h utnan body. No·
electrical plant is as complete in its
equipment and efficiency. In the
understanding of the human body
there is to be taken into account its
electrical action, its magnetism, thefluids at rest and in motion,. the
principles of hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, the principle of capillarity,
of the diffusion of liquids, the principles underlying circulation, absorption and secretion.
Besides
these there are to be kept in view
the laws of pneumatics and the
relation of gases to respiration.
Then, coming to the action ot
light, the Osteopathist has to· remember all the principles of optics,.
of the action of prisms and lenses
In the eye, and he must deal with
the mechanism of light, refraction
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ral and comtnou-sense course to go
right to these defects and fix them
right ; to put the levers into proper
action, to 1nend the cable, to make
the pump work, to bring the girder
into right position to carry its load?
This is Osteopathy.
What has been the method of
righting these wrongs?
When they produced disorderpain, fever, weakness-instead of
1naking the machinery go, the plan
for thousands of years has been to
allay the fever, to plunge the unfortunate patient into a tub of ice
water, or to fill his stomach with
some of the twelve thousand drugs
or poisons or semi-poisons which
devilish ingenuity has discovered to
get after the pain or ache in toe or
finger, instead of by a si1nple and
beautiful adjustment of functions at
the source of electric or physical
action make such pains or aches
impossible.
Talk less of the abolition of
slavery, tell us less of the benighted
heathen as long as the remedial
functions which fill the h nman body
remain unused and neglected and
practically unknown.

and polarization. Then there is to
be understood the relation of sound
to sympathetic vibration and resonance, heat and its conduction and
radiation as related to the body.
The principles of dynamics are illustrated in the human body. There
is the ever-present action of force
and gravity to be studied, each and
all of which must not only be separately understood and observed, but
on the diagnoses of cases their
united action must be properly comprehended in order that the proper
corrective aids may be set into
action.
The human body is the most cmnplete chemical laboratory that can
be conceived of and he who ignores
this fact overlooks a vital point.
How supremely insulting, then, it
is to the Alrnighty for a physician
to pass by this delicately and powerfully organized machine, as such,
and to ig-nore all its divinely organized self aids.
The sin of the age, the awful
crime of King Medicine, is that this
divine n1achine has not been taken
for what it is -a machine possessin~
within itself all the necessary forces
to restore health where departures
from health occur. Is it not a most
heinous oversight to attetnpt to force
remedies out of drugs when it is one
or two of the levers of the hutnan
machine only that need righting, or
a cable insulated properly, or a pump
put in order, or a girder straightened,
or one or two of the ball-bearing
movements put in order?

Nature is always on guard and
ready to rush to repair injuries, be
they the result of fatigue, exhaustion,
inflammation or accident, but her
journeys are often obstructed by
mechanical
disarrangement, obstructed chemical action, or by devitalization.

If any of these pieces of mechanism are out of order, out of alignment ; if the electric wires are
grounded, if the chemical battery is
short of fluid or the zinc is used up,
or by accident has been pulled out of
the solution, is it not the most natu-

A pain is a red signal light that
something is wrong. The nerve on
duty at that point must be traced to
headquarters, where orders must be
countermanded. But in taking this
inward course 1t is necessary to
watch that the nerve turns all its
corners correctly.
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Compounding Osteopathy

W

E hold to Osteopathy, pure

and simple. This nteans
that Osteopathy relies
whoJly upon the resources
within the body, apart from all extraneous aid, for its results. The
power of cure is, absolutely, within
the body. Food, air, and adaptation
to climate, are accessories. If this
is not the Osteopathic foundation,
then, we confess, we do not know
what it is. If this basic proposition
is true, we are bound to demonstrate
that it is true. Such demonstration
implies knowledge and practice.
We know enough of the intrinsic
properties of the living body to
prove that it is not what is put into
the body, but, rather, what is brought
out of the body, that constitutes
healing. Food is not the measure
of health, nor is exercise, or fresh
air. There are times when the body
can take little of either.
There
tnust be something primary and preeminent to either or all of these.

This element is the formative and
fundamental eletnent of Osteopathy.
Osteopathy, pure and simple, includes a great many things. Indeed, it is so cmnprehensive that one
article could not enumerate its sitnple eletnents. These elements are
the laws of Nature as manifest in
the living body. These are wonderful. No mind can exhaust then1.
They are all-sufficient in themselves.
They need no additions. Only our
ignorance can lin1it them. When
there is failure, it is not a failure of
natural principle, but of our application of it. The working theory
of Osteopathy can never fail. It is
always and everywhere true. We
1nay not faithfully verify it in given
cases, but it should be our aim to do
so.
Hundreds of Osteopaths are
verifying it. We practice Osteopathy
unmixed. We shall never consent
to the habit that a few have fallen
into, of confounding it with other
methods. It is telling evidence of
limitation and failure when an Osteopath adds artificial aids to his Osteopathic equipment. An electrical
battery is one of these artifices, and
we point out in another place our
reasons for this position. Osteopathy, pure and unadulterated, is
broad, comprehensive, and aggressive. When allied with unnatural
artifices, it becomes narrow, experin1ental, and compromising.

A W ondcrful Remedy!

EING a "Doctor," we get nunlerous free samples of medicines, and are fast learning
the tricks of the drug traffic.
The stages in this traffic are, (r) compounding chemist, (2) manufacturing
drug-house, (3) free sample distributor, and (4) credulous n1edical practitioners. Recently we have been
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treated to bottles of malt, beer, baby
food and Ingluvin. We 1night have
drank the beer and eaten the infantile stimulator, but we hesitated to
"take" the Ingluvin without investigation.
In an ilhnninated
pamphlet, "to physicians only," we
discovered the reality of this wonderful remedy. It has a big nameIngluvin. It is said to be frmn the
Ventriculus Callosus Callzizaceus.
That 1nust be a high origination.
Study those big Latin words. The
first impression is Ingluvin must be
great. It is baptized with a Latin
terminology. But, listen! In the
next line it is eulogized as "superior
to pepsin of the hog." Of course it
is. Who would want to be a hog or
to take a hog's pepsin ? Question:
Do sick people take hog pepsin?
Write to us for particulars on this
question.
Note again: "Since its introduction, no remedy of 1nodern times
has attracted more attention among
physicians far and near nor received
higher endorsement than Ingluvin."
Who says this? It's no secret, so
we'll tell. It is the great John V.
Shoetnaker, A. M., M. D., LL. D.,
Surgeon General, President of Medico-Chirurgical College, diplomat,
politician and physician to Senator
Quay. He ought to know. But
where can Ingluvin be had? "Prepared only by Wm. R. Warner &
Co., 639 N. Broad street, Philadelphia," a great tnanufacturing
store-house. The ills for which this
wonderful retnedy is prescribed are
among the most dreadful and devastating that scourge hmnanity. vVe
dare not keep the secret of Ingluvin.
Though an Osteopath and an avowed
antagonist of any but strict, straight
Osteopathic, non-medical treatment,
our heart must be hard and obstinate not to use this wonderful remedy, especially when it is boxed and

bottled and prescribed and free. Our
patients can only imagine the pressure we feel after reading of Ingluvin.
But, for their sakes, we will tell them
what it is.
Our Latin learning
tells us that ingluvies means a
crop, gizzard. But what has this to
do with this wonderful remedy?
Plainly this, it is a Chinese idea
that chickens' gizzards have great
virtue, and the American medical
tnan is simply imitating the" Chinee
heathen." Is this all? Yes, Ingluvin means gizzard. Now, do not
sn1ile when you read the serious
words of Philadelphia's great physician, who is not speaking of the
primitive superstitions of heathen
nations, but is reflecting the enlightenment of medical science in
these days.
He says : " Chinese
cooks are tnuch addicted to the use
of gizzards in nearly all their made
dishes. For the relief of chronic indigestion a favorite prescription of
their physicians is to cut up and
digest chicken gizzards in hot water
until they are reduced to a pulp and
to add some spices. A tablespoonful of the resulting paste is taken at
each meal. This practice passed
from China to other Asiatic countries and was here and there adopted
by people bordering on the Mediterranean. It is only recently, however,
that the value of the gizzard of the
fowl has been appreciated in Europe
and America. To those who have
witnessed repeated failures of tnedication," he recommends Ingluvin.
We record this triumph of modern
American 1nedicine ! It is ChineseAsiatic-American. If any of our
patients wish to try gizzard, we
would recommend them to take
Osteopathic treatment first. It is a
specific, and without it gizzatri
might give indigestion. This is
not a travesty on Medicine. It is
fact. We will give out all free
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sam pies of chemicalized gizzard, a la
Chinese, freely to any who may
wish to try the great modern retnedy so eulogized by the brightest
ornatnents of American medicine.
Osteopathy is superior to "Hogpepsin " or chicken gizzard and,
what is better, it is American.

Depreciating ''the Public."

W

E have always believed, in

this free American country, that the people ruled;
that their opinion was the
touchstone of law and regulation.
We are still of this opinion. The
N. Y. M edical R ecord seems to have
a poor opinion of" the public." We
know it is the n1outhpiece of a presumptuous tnonopoly, but we had
hardly expected such imperialistic
sentiments from it as are expressed
in its issue of Sept. 29, 1900. It says,
editorially: "The public rarely knows
what is best for it." "Its opjnion
upon technical subjects is worse than
valueless." The subject under discussion, in this connection, was Osteopathy. This R ecord is presuming
to dispose of Osteopathy by the ipse
dixit of its exaggerated professionalisln. It admits that Osteopathy is
popular; that the people demand it,
and are liberally patronizing its practitioners. But the point is, "the
public doesn't know ~vhat is best for
it." We have heard of arrogant
bosses who damned the public, but
we are surprised at the R ecord casting such aspersions upon such an
intelligent public as have become
the patrons of Osteopathy in New
York. It is enough to drug the
people; that the subscribers of the
Record may do with impunity, but
it is going rather far in this country,
when public opinion is the potent

element of reform, when a public
servant, who is as dependent on
public favor as a doctor of medicine is, maligns and condemns the
sense and judgment of the very people who have given him his support.
The R ecord would have us think
that neuralgia, rheumatism, gout,
pain in general, and the diseases in
particular from which the people
suffer, are "technical subjects." We
adntit these very real experiences
may be very technical subjects. ''The
doctors, who can only drug thetr..,
look on them as "subjects" indeed;
and, because they have had so little
success with so many cases, the people have about decided that to the
drug-doctor, they are "technical subjects." To the sufferers, they are
practical objects to be dealt with, and
it is as such that the public are betaking their diseases to the Osteopaths,
whose theory and work are practical; and, because of our success in
dealing with diseases that theM. D.'s
have so long made technical, the
public have voted us as giving them
practical help.
The R ecord says,
however, upon a question like this
the public "is blind, unreasoning
and often dangerous, and needs the
guidance of the expert mind to keep
it from serious pitfalls."
Good
heavens ! beam kindly on the poor
public! Who is the "expert mind?"
Is it the average M. D.? We wonder. Has he been guiding the public from the serious pitfalls of all its
suffering? If so, why should there
be Osteopathy? How could Osteopathy exist, if it were not for the
suffering sick whom the M. D. has
not cured? How could Osteopathy
flourish, if it were not for the untold
thousands who have lost faith in
drugs? It is well the Record is not
read by the public. Its talk about
"technical subjects" never reaches
the public. If it did, it would
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change its tone. The public are our
friends. We defend them from such
asperswns.

reaches
, it would

Things of late years have been
running to extremes. Medicine taking from the popular "patent" sort,
to the prescription sort from the
hands of " skilled" physicians has
gone to extreme lengths. Vast industries have been built up in the
1nanufacture of drugs, which are selfprescribed. Withal sickness spreads
and disease carries off increasing percentages of people.
There is something wrong. The
right remedy is not generally known.
When Osteopathy first offered its
simple and effective services, the
world smiled.
To-day its practitioners are to be
found in every State in the Union
and in nearly every town and hamlet
in the land. Its cures are numbered
by the tens of thousands.
As electrical methods and electrical
power are better than stea1n for many
purposes, so is Osteopathy a remarkable advance over old school methods.
The Osteopathist touches a
"button" and relief comes.
He
studies the physical conditions and
the mechanism of the human body
and places them in harmony with
the laws in which and on which they
exist.
The world is anxious for escape
from systems of medicine that never
cure, that do not reduce the death
rate, that do not materially add to
the general health of the people.
The people are liberal and openlninded, willing to listen, willing to
try, willing to come and see. The
Osteopathic practitioners and the
Osteopathic institutions are crowded
with" work." Osteopathic Colleges
are called upon to furnish young
men and young women to enter
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upon their work. The good news of
the good work is spreading. Men
and women and children are being
restored to perfect health without the
use of drugs in incredibly short
periods in many instances. Osteopathy is not a bit-or-miss system. It
does not go on uncertainties. It
takes the human body and examines
it and ascertains whether its machinery is right or not, whether action
and reaction is in accordance with
the laws governing life, whether
the nerves are doing their appointed
tasks according to nature, whether
there is order or disorder, and if so,
where. It starts with evident ills
and goes back to their hidden source,
and then and there sets to right what
is wrong by hu1nanhands that gently
act upon the disarranged functions
which cause pain and sickness.
These words are for those who
have not yet felt the touch of Osteopathy and who have been content
with drugs. There are hundreds and
thousands who have tested the new
system. Ask them. Seek light.
Do not determine aforehand that the
proffered relief is delusive. Admit
the possibility that this delicate
human n1achine in use all these
years may have gotten out of tune,
out of line, out of harmony and .that
these ''outs" may be the cause of
such ill health as may exist. When
this conclusion is reached arise and
go and be healed. American spiritualized energy has developed a disease, speaking after the manner of
men, peculiar to our clime, our
methods, our ambition. That disease is neurasthenia. Endless are
the books that have been written
about it on the principle of a building inspector who looks down the
chimneys to examine the foundations
of the building.
These words are directed to the
layman, to those who suffer from

t4
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But to recur to the fundamental
neurasthenia and know it only as
What is neurasthenia due
"that tired feeling," though it is point.
sometimes due to other causes.
to? To over-work, shouts the mulThere are three features of it. titude; not once in ten times, answers
The first can be best described by the Osteopath. That is the world's
the word "worry" without due delusion. It is mainly dne to incause. The second is best defined adequate nourishment, not of stmnby saying the abnormal condition ach, but of brain and nervous system.
growing out of worry becomes local- Enough may be eaten, but the
ized, interfering with the natural proper use is not made of it. There
action of some function. The third is always smnething wrong with
feature is defined as nervous prostra- nutrition 1nachinery when there is
tion which is simply an insurrection nervousness. Hence it is that the
inaugurated by function because it Osteopath penetrates the nutritive
cannot do its work. Sickness in its 1nachinery and first puts it in ordt:r.
last analysis is simply a rebellion of When this is done the problem is
nature, where insurgent forces or very greatly simplified.
bushwhackers organize and waylay
Diseases 1nultiply as civilization
and ambuscade nature as it tries to
travel along its accuston1ed high- advances it has been said. The creation of new drugs has becmne a
ways.
There are two courses open to the large and profitable industry and
Osteopath, one to put down the 1nedical journais, esteemed of value
insurrectionary movement by attack- largely to the extent that they keep
ing its cause, the other to macadam- pace in their announcements of
ize or, still better, asphalt the high- them, with the new " discoveries."
ways so that nature will not stumble
Disease, like evil, has no separate
into 1nudholes, and to so do the work
that, the downpours will run off in- existence. To recognize disease as
stead of gathering into puddles, a something possessing existence is
keeping our internal highways like to arm it with a power taken out of
most country roads during the rainy ourselves. The Osteopath knows
that the condition called dis-ease is
season.
the
n1anifestation or evidence of a
'ro outsiders, to the general pubdeparture fron1 correct living.
lic for whon1 these words are written,
this illustration n1ay appear quite
Nine people in ten are more or less
apt, but the Osteopathist smiles at it, sick.
laughs at it. The analogy he knows
does not hold, and why? Simply
Osteopathy does not treat disease.
because the internal highways are It treats the body.
already macadamized and asphalted.
Osteopathy never forces, but reNature and nature's God attended
to that at the start-off. The thing nloves barriers and obstructions
to be done is to turn on the arterial from nature's pathway.
flush and clear the roads, and if the
It has become a pretty well estabflush is not strong enough, to vitalize it by the ever ready machinery lished fact that therapeutic treatment
which is stored up ready for almost cannot be limited to the practice of
instant action in the human system. drugs.
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HOSE to whom Osteopathy is
something entirely new can
gather a few fundamental
conceptions of it by realizing first that the human body is a
delicate and intricate machine. The
liability of 1nachines, tools and instruments to get out of order is well
known. The best machinery wears
out. It begins to depreciate frmn
the moment it is set in operation,
although the deterioration is not
visible. The human machine likewise may get out of order and run
fairly well for years, even a lifetime.
The fact that ~he ills of life are
largely due to disarranged human
machinery or to conditions created
by longer or shorter standing disarrangement of the machinery of the
body has been discovered and established by Osteopathy. Its chief
purpose, in fact its whole and sole
purpose, is to put the machinery of
the body in order, that it may "g-o"
as nature intended. Is this sensible
or not? Is this right or wrong?
Does this commend itself to common
sense or not?
The science and system and practice of Osteopathy has been known
scarcely a decade. Within that time
it has been established by cures of
such variety and character as to
commend it to the world. Sickness
grows. Health is more frequently
interrupted. The dependence on
doctors and medicines and treatInents have become much more
general than in past times. The
human family, especially that portion of it living under the brilliant
white light of civilization and of
science, is not as vigorous physically
to all outward appearance as in the
bygone ages when pills and potions
and doctors were fewer.
_"' ·-..:.
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The younger Osteopathists, as
we] 1 as their studious elders, are
looking abroad over the greater
Osteopathic field, and are catching
glimpses of possible achievements
which will greatly and pern1anently
expand its possibilities. The human
body is not alone a body, but it bas
a soul in it. It is the medium
through which vital forces act
and react, whose source and force
are bv no means fully understood.
Life is dual, material and spiritual,
and both factors n1ust be taken into
account in and by Osteopathy. In
the Old School the bodv is a chemist's
pot, a 1naterial machi~1e whose machinery is never looked at. Osteop
athy has a broader field than to
correct, adjust and clear the path.
Important as are the mechanical
features which call for the everwatchful eye of the Osteopath, 1nore
important still are those vital lesions
that lie a little bevond the field of
purely mechanical lesions. Take,
for instance, inhibition, the use of
which i$ based upon the fact that
there is an array of nerve reflexes
and reactions. Account must always be fully takeri of that underlying and eternal vital power lying in
wait to bring every function into
co-ordination. If inhibition can unchain or release this abnormally
confined force it renders a mighty
and fundamental service, far beyond
merely correct 1nechanical action.
The effect of inhibition on pain,
vomiting and diarrhcea is in the
nature of an ancesthetic, and establishe:s influences in these and numerous other cases that react upon
the causes of these conditions.
Properly practiced, inhibition calls
· into action the cerebro-spinal nervous system, the sympathetic nervous
system, as well as the cerebral nervous
system, and through the activities
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The mechanical principles of our
bodies are not half so wonderful as
the vital. Man is not only a machine,
he is a vital machine.
The objective point of Osteopathy is to so use mechanical principles as to allow the chemical and
vital principles full scope to do their
work.
The brain and nervous system is
the great dynamo and storage battery of life and health.
The brain is endowed with power
to manufacture, maintain and manage
every chemical the body needs for
its health.
Osteopathy applies the life and
laws of the nerves to the cure of disease.
The Tennessee Association of Osteopaths:adjourned April 24.
The Connecticut law recognizing osteopathy provides that the
Governor may appoint by July r,
r9or, a State Board of Osteopathic
Registration and Exainination of
three members to exatnine applicants.
After Oct. r, next no one can practice Osteopathy in that State unless
licensed by that board, and they must
be graduates or pupils for two years
under a practitioner.
Dr. Robert H. Miller, Washington, Pa. is holding up the flag of
Ost~opathy in southwestern Pennsylvania.
The Norfolk, Va. Pz'lot says this :
The Osteopathists, a new set of
professional 1nen, who cure their

patients without the use of medicine,
are making their appearance in various parts of the State, and are, it is
said, meeting with considerable
success.
The regular physicians wherever
they have appeared are making a
fight upon them, claiming that they
should be compelled to pay regular
~icense for the privilege of practicIng.
The News, of Buffalo, N. Y., in
referring to the fight of the Osteopathists in that State and Wisconsin, where friendly legislation prevailed, says :
'' This is as it should be. If the practitioners of any and all schools are made
to spend some years in study which will
give them a thorough knowledge of the
human body, its mysteries and its needs,
the public will be protected from the
ignorance of irresponsible fakirs who
seize on every new fad as a means of
making a living out of the ills of mankind.''

Drs. Treshman and Davenport
have located in Hollidaysburg, Pa.,
under favorable surroundings.
TheN ational Association of Osteopaths will meet at Kirksville, Mo.,
this n1onth. At this meeting there
will be Osteopaths from all parts ot
the country, including England,
France and Scotland, where Osteopathy has been most favor ably received, and is rapidly supplanting
the old line theories of the drug
doctors as a remedial agency for
many pathological conditions.
Dr. T. L. Drennan, of Jackson,
Tenn., who was elected president of
the Tennessee Osteopathic Association, was entertained at a banquet
at the Odd Fellows' building, Memphis.
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An organization of the Tennessee
School of Osteopathy was effected
at Columbia, and the institution will
open September r. The incorporators are N. M. Browder, A. M., D.
0.; W. Ammerman, D. 0.; Mrs. W.
Ammerman, D. 0.; J. H. Bledsoe,
M. D., and Sol. T. Maxwell. Dr.
Browder is to be president of the
college and Mr. Maxwell secretary
.and treasurer.
The equiptnent is to be of the
best and it is expected that the institution will bring many students
to Columbia.

Announcement.
ILL you please announce the
date of the annual meeting
of the A. A. A. 0. from
July 2d to 6th, at Kirksville. Many important subjects will
come up for consideration, such as
the adoption of a new constitution,
the founding of an association journal, etc. Please urge upon your
readers the advantages to be obtained
by attending these meetings.
Very truly,

W

]RENE HARWOOD.
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The Osteopath physicians of Illinois held their third annual convention May 4 and memorialized the
State Board of Health to co-operate
with them in getting a better law to
regulate the practice of Osteopathy.
It is one of their creditable purposes
to bar out a large and growing number of persons pretending to understand Osteopathy who have never
been educated, or only partially so.
The resolutions framed by Dr.
Henry Stanhope Bunting, of Chi~ago, were adopted after a hot dis~ussion of the situation.
Dr. Logan Taxlor, of Peoria, was
elected president, Dr. A. S. Melvin
vice-president, and Dr. Mary Kelly,

l9

of Chicago, secretary and treasurer.
These were elected trustees of the
State Association : Dr. C. R.
Switzer, Dr. Joseph H. Sullivan,
Dr. Agnes Landes, Dr. D. B. Macaulay and Dr. Henry Stanhope
Bunting, all of Chicago. Seventyfive were in attendance, two-thirds
of the delegates being from points
outside of Chicago.

The Hoosier Osteos Meet.
HE last meeting of the Indiana
Osteopathic Association was
held in Indianapolis on April
6. New officers were elected
as follows: President, F. L. Tracy;
vice-president, B. May; secretary
and treasurer, Belle F. Hannah ;
trustees, Geo. Tull, J. B. Kinsinger,
Chas. Sommer, Geo. V. Nienstedt,
D. Ella MeN icol. The following
were received as new members: J.
B. Kinsinger, Mrs. Etnma L. McGarr,
Belle F. Hannah, Fred Rush, G. V.
Nienstedt, B. E. May, J. F. Spaunh urst, V. H. Johnston, Mattie Sommer, Alta Curry, H. C. McClain. A
change in the constitution reduces
the annual dues from $5 to $r, and
the membership fee was fixed at $ r.
The regular order of business was
gone through. A vote of thanks
was extended Senator Johnston, of
Crawfordsville, Ind., as a mark of
appreciation of the valuable services
he rendered the Osteopathic cause in
the recent legislative struggle in this
State. Various subjects were discussed, viz.: the purposes of State
organization and the best methods of
realizing them·; the approaching
national meeting and our representative for that meeting; the proposed
n1erging of all Osteopathic publications into one, to be published by an
able and competent Osteopath, who
shall do nothing else ; time and place
for next meeting, etc. Indianapolis

T
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was chosen, owing to its ease of
accessibility and central location,
and the time was set for some time
in October. A program is in preparation for that meeting. Practitioners from neighboring States are
cordially invited to attend.
The present prospect for reputable
Osteopaths to be registered soon
under the new law in Indiana is
good.
Respectfully,
BELLE F. HANNAH, D. 0.,
'Secretary.
33 3 N. Alabama St.,
Indianapolis.

result of it I had severe attacks-o!.
heart trouble.
I was dragged until
my stomach would digest nG>thing.
I took no solid food for months, and
grew worse all the time. Physicians .
said I had " Angina pectoris," and.
I had ten of the best in consultation ..
There seemed nothing left for me
but the open grave. At last we·
were persuaded to try Osteopathy..
From the fourth tr&tment I was
greatly relieved, and after two
months' treatment I was like another
being. One of the old physicians, .
who had treated me, said my
improvement was only ten1porary.
So I have waited more than two
A Grateful Testimony.
years since I took my first treatBy Mrs. Samuel Porter Lummus.
ment in Osteopathy. During the ·
AM glad of the opportunity to past year I have gained forty
express my appreciation of pounds; from having been reduced
Osteopathy, and to do it in this to almost a skeleton, I am now a
public manner ; for I consider strong, healthy looking wmnan. I 1
it the greatest boon that suffering seldom meet a woman in apparently
humanity has ever known.
For better health than I enjoy. I have·
almost three years I suffered the not taken one particle of medicine·
most intense agony, and during all since I took my first treatment in·
that time my husband and friends Osteopathy, and I have had thewere apprehensive that I might not pleasure of recommending many of
live. I was treated by the most my suffering friends to take treateminent medical practitioners that ment, and of seeing them recover
could be secured.
My husband as miraculously as myself. I would
spared nothing. I resorted to all appeal to all who suffer :. " Don't
known medical and non-medical be poisoned with drugs." Take
methods.
I had electricity and Osteopathy, and learn what it is to
massage from the best operators ; enjoy living. I believe it will add
the latter was given by Dr. Weir years to life. Many of my friends
Mitchell's foremost graduate. The who saw me at Wernersville Sanibest:doctor in Atlantic City treated tarium, when I was not expected
me for stomach trouble. He inserted to live, are simply ama~ed ~t my
a tube into my stomach and pumped present condition. It is all due to
water into it, washing it out, and Osteopathy.
then pumped it out. This I consider
No. 236 W. Logan Square,.
a barbarous treatment, and as a
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PRESBYTERIAN BUILDING,
Twel:Cth Floor.
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New York City

(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, 9 to rz.
I Tuesday, Friday, 9 to 4·

THE ARDSLEY

TELEPHONE NO. l20l BEDFORD
Graduate of the
American School
of Osteopathy

The Charles F. Bandel
Infirmary of Osteopathy

HB Hancock ·Street
Corner
Nostrand Avenue

BROOKLYNt NEW YORK

Cht Pafftrson 1nstitutt of Osftopathp
BALTIMORE, MD.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

408 Delaware A venue
Arthur Patterson, D. 0.
Mrs. Dora B. Patterson,
Attendant

Washn. Loan and Trust Bldg.
Henry E. Patterson, D. 0.
Alice M. Patterson, D. 0.
Wilbur Lee Smith, D. 0.

Fidelity Building, 4th Floor
J. Albert Boyles, D. 0.
Alfred M. Smith, D. 0.
Mrs. J. A. Boyles, Attendant

T. F. Kirkpatrick, D.O. Geo. D. Kirkpatrick, D.O.
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WASHINGTON, D.
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"The Uptown Osteopath"

CLEVELAND, 0.
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Shackleford & Shackleford
~ateopa tba
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3 to 5 P. M.

Fre&.-

NASHVILLE, TENN.
Members A. A. A. 0 .
Graduates A. S. 0.
Office Established 1897

Joseph H. Sullivan, D.O.,
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....
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CHICAGO

Clarence Vincent Kerr, D.O.

Elizabeth B. Ewing, D.O.
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8t2-t3 New England Bldg.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Gra{luates under Dr, Still,
the Foun{ler oC Osteopathy.

G. WINFIELD

D. D.
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A. copy oC" The Osteopathic Digest'' on application.
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I30 E. 37th Street
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136 MADISON AVE, (Cor. 31st Street.)

NEW YORK CITY
OFFICE HOURS:

PIONEEI{ IN THE EAST.

Mon . and Friday, 9 A.M. to 1 P.M . and 2 to 6 P. M .
Tuesday and Thur., 9 A.M. to 1 P. M. and 2 to 4 P.M.
SATURDAY, 8.30 A.M . to I P.M.
Infirmary closed on Wednesdays and Sundays. .

Graduates of American School under
Founder A. T. Still.

Guy Wendell Burns, M. D., D. 0., President.

\!be 1Rew Work lrnstftute of ~steopatb\?
Rooms 53!-8 Presbyterian Buildingt l56 Fifth Avenue
OFFICE HOURS, 9-t:z and 2-4.

'Phone, 1311•J8th.

NEW YORK CITY

Our equipment for the practice of Osteopathy is complete, and our work is of the highest class.
being original in some regards and progressive throughout.
Oateopathic literature sent free on application.
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By Charles Ha~~ard, Ph. B., D. 0.,
Author of "PRINCIPLES OF OSTEOPATHY, '' Professor of Principles and of Practice of
Osteopathy in the American School.

This work contains nothing reprinted from medical works, but deals entirely with the osteopathic
aspect of disease. It is replete with case reports and with osteopathic facts. Pays especial attention
to the specific lesions causing disease, the anatomical relations of lesion to disease, methods of treatment, etc. Pages 260. Index.

Cloth, $3.00, postpaid.

P. BJ

This work and "Principles of Osteopathy'' ($3,00) both sent for $5.00.

DR. CHAS. HAZZARD,

KIRKSVI~LE,

MO.
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23 State Street,
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3/n£Jtttute of ~£Jteopatb!'
DR. W. A. CI{AWFOI{D, Prest.
OSTEOP;\THit SPEeiALIST
Consultation in person or by mail free

Hours: 8.30 to 11.30 A.M. 1 to 4 P.M.

:fSI~g.

Suite 527 Moone}2 ::= :fSrisbane
:fSuffalo, 1R.
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MORRIS'
ANATOMY.

Second
Edition.

lb. lb. 'tMalpole, ID.®.

790 ILLUSTRATIONS,
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of which over :zoo are in colors.
Human Anatomy.
Treatise

A Complete Systematic

Reading~

highest class,

Pa.

108 N. 9th St.

by Various Authors, Including
CONSULTATION FREE

ical Anatomy, the Skin, and Vestigial and
Abnormal Structures.

Edited by Henry

'Jluctua 'trUl. 1Robertat JD.

Morris, M.A. and M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.S.,

RK CITY

Lebanon~

212 N. 6th St.

Special Sections on Surgical and Topograph-

opatb\2

Pa.

Senior Surgeon to Middlesex Hospital; Ex-

~.

OSTEOPATH

aminer in Surgery, University of London;

Graduate Northern Institute of Osteopathy, Minneapolis
Registered Physician of the Commonwealth of Mass .

Member of the Council, and Chairman of

lOO HUNTINGTON AVENUE

the Court of Examiners, Royal College of

:moaton, maaa.

Surgeons, etc.

Second Edition.

Rewritten

in Parts and thoroughly revised throughout.
With 790 Illu~trations, the greater part of
which are Original, over
in colors.

Royal Octavo.

200

being printed

1274 pages

ANNE CANNEY TOWLE, Ph. M., 0. 0.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
THE LEDERER

139 Mathewson Street,
SUITE

&Og•610

Hours:
10 A. M. to 4 P. M.

of Practice of

Cloth, $6.oo.
Leather, $7.00.
Half R.ussia, $8.oo.
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P. BLAKISTON'S SON & CO.,

Cor. Tenth and Main Sts., Wheeling, W.Va.

Publishers,

Every day except Sunday, hours 8 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
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Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
OSTEOPATHY TAUGHT AS A SCIENCE

Avenue

D. 0.

We are prepared to teach the science and art of Osteopathy, according to the best
methods known to the profession. Philadelphia is a city of colleges and homes, and the
College of Osteopathy shall conform to the highest standard of equipment and culture, and
provide the best training and accommodation for its students.

COURSE OF STUDY
steopathy

The course is divided into four terms of five months each, and is graded progressively
with reference to the especial science of Osteopathy. The next class begins September
2 d, 1901.

LIST OF STUDIES-REGULAR COURSE
F1RST TERM: General Descriptive Anatomy, including Osteology, Syndesmology,
Myology, Angiology and Neurology ; Histology ;
Physiological Physics; Prolegomena to Osteopathy.

Theoretical

Chemistry ;

SECOND TERM: General Descriptive Anatomy of the Viscera and Organs of Special
Sense ; Demonstrative and Practical Anatomy; Physiology; Qualitative and
Quantitative Analysis ; Hygiene ; Dietetics ; Philosophy and Principles of
Osteopathy.

THIRD TERM: Dissection of entire lateral half of a cadaver by each student.

Regional
Anatomy with Actual Demonstrations; Advanced Physiology; Urinalysis; Toxicology; Clinical Microscopy; Physiological P sy chology; Osteopathic Symptomatology and Diagnosis; Nomenclature of Diseases; Applied Osteopathy; Clinical
Demonstration of Osteopathy; Pathology; Chemical Jurisprudence.

FOURTH TERM: Topographical Anatomy, with Demonstrations on the Living Model;
Gynecology ; Minor Surgery; Dislocations and Fractures; Symptomatology and
Diagnosis; Osteopathic Therapeutics; Clinics; Osteopathic Jurisprudence.

ADVANCED COURSE
In addition to the Regular Course, opportunities are afforded to students to further
ground themselves in the essentials of the science of Osteopathy. An Advanced or Post
Graduate Course has been introduced, which is also open to 12raduates of other schools, who
wish to further their qualifications and professional training. Advanced work in Dissection,
Surgery, Bacteriology, Clinics, and such other work as the student may elect, will be pre--sented in this course.
·

ANATOMICAL MUSEUM. One of the best equipped in the country ; open to all our students.
We have all necessary equipment of laboratories and ahunnant materials for dissection. Our facilities are the very best. The date for matriculation of nex t class is September
2, rgor.
No better opportunity for a profession can be afforded. Ten thousand practicing
Osteopaths could be located in this State alone, and yet there is little supply for the pressing
demand. We will furn ish the addresses of practicing Osteopathists who will confirm our
statements as to its professional standing and remuneration.
Women are received on equal terms with men. The minimum of qualification is a
a good common education and average natural ability, while all college or university training
will be useful.
We will b e glad to correspond with any who may be interested, and will give full
information as to the time, terms and course of study.

0. ). SNYDER, A.C., M.S., D.O.,

MASON W. PRESSLY, A.B., Ph.D., D.O.,
Secretary.

President.
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